
  Disarming the Fear
&

Tangible ways
To heal and connect from trauma

Trust Based Relational Intervention



Introduction

Michelle Badger Licensed Professional Counselor
Almost 20 years experience-Children and Families
*Screening Center Trenton- Youth Emergency    
Services
*Clinical Director for In Home therapists and 
behavioral assistants 
*In home therapist
*Private Practice 
*Married for 14 years and a mom of 2 





Envisioning a world where children grasp their 
preciousness and families are restored, Miriam’s 
Heart is a grassroots NJ non profit that radically 

supports adopted and foster children and families.

miriamsheart.org



Parenting Support Groups
Respite Babysitting Nights
Professional Consultants - Therapists, Speech Language Pathologist, 
Occupational Therapist
Support through the adoption process 
Foster Parent Classes

miriamsheart.org



Tangible ways to heal and connect from trauma

Join us for a fun and interactive session aimed at nurturing, 
healing and connecting with our children. Understand a brief 
overview of Trust Based Relational Intervention and ways to 
simply create a sensory rich, healing environment with simple 
and tangible activities for parents to model and use with their 
children. 



Complex Developmental Trauma

Complex developmental trauma “the experience of multiple, 
chronic, and prolonged, developmentally adverse traumatic events, 
most often of an interpersonal nature” 

Early trauma and stress can have a lasting effect on development, 
triggering delays in social competence, development of 
dysfunctional coping behaviors, and significantly altering a child's 
brain chemistry, particularly when the adverse condition is chronic 
and there is a lack of nurturing support.



Understanding TBRI®

1.TBRI® is Holistic, caring for the whole child, not just behaviors, but all of the 
child. 

2. It is evidence based through research. 

3. It is used in multiple child caring organizations addressing the needs of Foster 
and adoptive children, residential care facilities, juvenile justice facilities.

4. It has a core value of balancing structure and nurture. 

5. Proactive and Responsive strategies



https://youtu.be/KoqaUANGvpA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoqaUANGvpA
https://youtu.be/KoqaUANGvpA


Trust Based Relational Intervention (an overview)
Empowering 

Ecological - Creating a safe environment, transitions,  connecting/ love rituals

Physiological- Preparing the body 

Hydration, Blood Sugar, Healthy Touch, Physical Activity, Sensory (car kit)

Connecting

Mindfulness -Calm presence, Attunement & Awareness, Flexible Responding, Creative Problem Solving

Engagement - Valuing Eye Contact, Authoritative Voice, Behavioral Matching( show example), Playful Interaction, 
Healthy Touch (Gum)

Correcting 

Proactive- Using Words, With Respect, Giving Choices, Compromises, Re-do’s

Responsive- IDEAL Response, Levels of Response



The 3 C’s of Correction

● Connected: Parent maintains connection with child (not 
disruptive to the relationship)

● Content: Children end the episode feeling content (not 
discouraged or shamed)

● Change: Behavior change occurs (for the positive)



Attachment
Attachment Styles deeply impact the way we parent and connect with children. 

(video)



https://youtu.be/nIhATiiM-Pw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIhATiiM-Pw
https://youtu.be/nIhATiiM-Pw


Being Safe vs Felt Safety

Another way of creating “felt safety” is “playful engagement.”  This means using a playful 
voice and engaging in playful touch.

Children who feel that their environment and relationships are safe and predictable can learn 
to trust others and develop healthy emotions and behaviors that are trust-driven rather than 
fear-driven (Knight, Smith, Cheng, Stein, & Helmstetter, 2004). 

All TBRI principles and practices are designed to create this sense of felt-safety in children.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3877861/#R68


Sensory Processing and Regulation

Children with histories of institutionalization (long-term hospitalization or orphanage care), 
trauma, and/or prenatal or perinatal stress often have sensory processing disorders that can 
negatively impact behavior, social skills, motor skills, and academic performance.

Sensory activities, sensory diets (a daily schedule of sensory activities and experiences), and 
sensory rooms have all shown to help children and adolescents organize their mental and 
emotional states

Co-regulate with your child to allow them to be calm enough to change

Dis-regulation looks like oppositional defiance and it is not it. Underneath the behavior is the 
fear and inability to regulate their emotions.



https://youtu.be/kGuHwXDoX8M

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGuHwXDoX8M
https://youtu.be/kGuHwXDoX8M


Sensory Strategies 

Offer frequent movement breaks (10-15 minutes per hour) • Use proprioceptive exercises to calm • 
Spinning and twirling will help alert • Rhythmic movements and music will calm, while erratic movements 
and music will alert • Midline postures will calm; extension patterns will alert • Be aware of auditory 
stimulation and utilize headphones, hoodies, and corners of the room if needed • Provide weighted items 
to calm • Provide Lycra “capes” to calm and establish healthy boundaries • Use visual boundary identifiers 
such as carpet squares, tape boxes, color dots, hula hoops, or stadium chairs • Match children with 
consistent caregivers and volunteers • Use peer companions when available and appropriate • Teach 
compassion and appropriate level of expectation • Provide places of safety to regroup • Use visual 
schedules and set clear expectations • Consider appropriate touch and tactile sensory input • Ensure core 
stability for hand and breath regulations • Because the right side of the brain controls emotion, engage the 
left side of the body in rhythmic, repetitive activity during emotional triggers



Levels of Response 

       Are the ways we respond to a child’s behavior

       

       How we respond will determine the outcome of the interaction

       



I.D.E.A.L Response
Immediate  It is ideal to address the child’s behavior within 3 seconds.

Direct  Use of Engagement Strategies- “tune-in” to your child and become close in proximity (no yelling across the room)

Efficient Lowest possible, yet still effective Level of Response (sometimes parents try to shoot a gnat with an elephant 
gun…generally match your response level to your child’s behavior level)

Action Based For the child, not the adult- give your child opportunity to ‘re-do’ or correct the mistake.  This ‘wires’ 
neurologically what you want vs. focusing on what you don’t want.

Leveled at Behavior At the behavior, not the child.  Don’t continue to bring up past infractions.  Let your child 
know that mistakes happen…own it, fix it, learn from it and then MOVE ON.



Playful Engagement  https://youtu.be/mD3nV73vmvE

https://youtu.be/mD3nV73vmvE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mD3nV73vmvE


Structured Engagement https://youtu.be/D1a9b2KtS0M 

https://youtu.be/D1a9b2KtS0M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1a9b2KtS0M


Calming Engagement https://youtu.be/CgzWUBTa07g

https://youtu.be/CgzWUBTa07g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgzWUBTa07g


Protective Engagement https://youtu.be/LPFvm44cqNA 

https://youtu.be/LPFvm44cqNA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPFvm44cqNA


Nurture Groups cont’d 
A core TBRI activity is the Nurture Group—Nurture Groups are designed to teach 
the Four Skills of Close Relationships.

NURTURE GROUP PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES • THREE RULES:6 “Stick 
together, no hurts, have fun!” • CORE ACTIVITIES: Feeding and Band-Aids® • 
LIFE SKILL ACTIVITIES (e.g., role play)

THE FOUR SKILLS OF CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS • BE ABLE TO GIVE CARE • 
BE ABLE TO RECEIVE CARE • BE ABLE TO NEGOTIATE YOUR NEEDS (e.g., 
choices, compromises) • BE CAPABLE OF AUTONOMY—“Autonomy within 
relationship, relationship within autonomy”



Nurture Groups
What is a Nurture Group

★ Designed to immerse children in a safe playful environment where they learn 
and practice new skills for life. 

★ During the group they have a voice that is listened to and respected

Why

★ When you pair re-doing a behavior with a correct behavior + fun=faster (much 
faster) results 





Exercise 2 -Regulating Back to Green
Chair sit ups 

Wall pushes 

Smell your soup 

 



Exercise 3- Give and Receive Care/Trust Building

Bandaids (give and receive care) 

Feeding Each Other - Gummies (building trust)

Blindfolds (give and receive care/trust)



Sensory Tool Box - Elizabeth

Lap Lizard

Body Sock

Tangle

Squish Ball



Evidenced Based Data

TBRI - Charter School Residential Facility

After the 1st year of using the TBRI methods there was a 33% decrease in referrals 
for physical aggression.

After the 2nd year of implementation of the TBRI model there was a 68% decrease 
in referrals for physical aggression.             Purvis, K.B., Whitney, C., Grisham, A., & Cross, D.R. (2015)

Improvements in salivary cortisol, depression, and representations of family 
relationships in at-risk adopted children utilizing a short-term therapeutic 
intervention.

Significant decreases in proximity from child to mother and from child to father on 
Family Drawing scores for adopted children from pre-intervention to 
post-intervention.                                                                 Purvis, K.B. & Cross, D.R. (2006)

                                                                 Purvis, K.B., Whitney, C., Grisham, A., & Cross, D.R. (2015)



Take Away
Every Child is precious even in the midst of their worst behaviors

Fill their trust bank with Yeses, Playful engagement, Healthy Touch, Sensory 
Activities, Snacks, Hydration

Keep the connection with your child even when correcting

Building trust will unlock the learning part of your child’s brain and disarm the fear!

A child’s love language is play. 


